Investigating the Evolution of the Dome in Iranian-Islamic Architecture from the Perspective of Typology

Abstract

The architecture of the mosque has a distinct place in Islamic art. The Islamic architect, who seeks to give meaning to life and justify his purposeful career, in expressing and embodying monotheism, chooses the geometry that is compatible with his beliefs and thus with the aid of his faith, creates splendid and distinct patterns. Any architectural design is basically a work in the field of geometry that deals with the properties of lines, surfaces and shapes in space. In various manners, Islamic architecture has been used in different architectural traditions. The evolution and the process of dome construction in Iranian buildings took place prior to Islam. In this research, it is strived to focus on the evolutionary course of the dome during different periods and whether domes in the Islamic era underwent alternations compared to the previous eras. It is questioned whether the external and internal form of the domes been constant throughout the Islamic era or have there been modifications? This research has been completed by a descriptive and analytical method and relying on data from library sources, drawing graphs and analyzing information. The results of this research indicate an increase in the external rise ratio of mosque domes until the Mozaffari-Timurid era and a decrease during the Safavid era. It is worth mentioning that the historical course of dome variation in Iranian mosques followed a consistent path from the "Khagi" dome to "Nar" and from the "Nar" dome to "Shabadri".

Research objectives:

1. Explaining the historical evolution of the dome in Islamic mosques.

2. Exploring the various types of domes in the Islamic architecture.

Research questions:

1. How does the evolution of the dome take place in Islamic mosque architecture

2. Has the external and internal ratio of dome types been constant throughout the Islamic era?
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Introduction

In Iranian culture, similar to other cultures, the dome is a symbol of sphericity and circle. Since the circle is considered the most beautiful and perfect geometric shape, it somehow evokes perfection or the sky. Therefore, it can be said that this element had a decisive role in the components of Iranian architecture in the periods before and after Islam. Mathematics, geometry and the emergence of new tools in several historical periods were among the effects that had a direct impact on the architecture and structure of Iranian domes. The existing historical documents and the results of various researches that have been conducted in this regard indicate that the lack of solid and straight wood panels, which were the main constructive element of the flat roof, caused the dome to be the best solution for many wide roofs. The current research strives to recognize the evolution of Iranian-Islamic domes in various historical periods by focusing on their typology, dimensional proportions and structure. Correspondingly, it is also debated whether the external and internal forms of the domes experienced changes over time. Thus, by analyzing the structure of the characteristic types of domes of various historical periods, the influence of geometry on the structure of single-walled and double-walled domes, as well as changes in form and appearance from early cases to evolved structures are also discussed.

The review of the background of the current research indicates that thus so far no independent research with this title has been published, however, studies in the form of treatises and articles regarding dome architecture have been conducted. Among them: Mohammad Al-Asad (1997), Abdul Hamid Aggkar (1997), Molvi (2002), Aliabadi (2007), Hijazi (2008), Bamanian et al. (2010), Pourrahmadi (2010), Ansarinejad and Ebrahimi (2010). Ansari et al. (2010), Mehdizadeh, Tehrani and Valibeig (2010), Issa Hojat and Mehdi Maleki (2010), Mojtabi Rezaei Ardebili and Mojtabi Thabitfard (2010), Azizi and Sarbangali (2010), Dahar and Alipour (2010). Kohifard, Nasrabadi and Dehghan (2010), Nastern Shahrokhi, Leila Zare, Zainab Niknami, and Amirfalahi (2010), Leila Madqalchi et al., (2010) and Elnaz Hanifnejad et al have all studied the dome and its geometrical features. However, in their works, the aforementioned researchers have not investigated the evolution of the dome in Iranian Islamic architecture in terms of typology.
In order to achieve the final goal, by following a descriptive-analytical method and in a theoretical way and with the help of library and documentary studies, it sought to examine the background of the subject, theoretical foundations and conjectural framework of the research concerning the dome, thoughts of intellectuals and its place among different sciences; furthermore, the relationship between architecture, geometry and mathematics is also discussed.

**Conclusion**

The study and investigation of the structure and typology of Iranian-Islamic domes confirms that the domes used in Parthian works were generally circular and with a height greater than the radius of the circle. Also, the arches used in the buildings of the Sassanid era are of the types of Holochin horseshoe, maze, Sassanian elliptic and egg-shaped without spikes and with freight. In pre-Islamic periods in Iran, due to the lack of use of pointed arches, the height of domes was very high. In the early Islamic centuries, arches were generally used, which were generally slow and sharp, and later, cross arches, which have slow and sharp points. In the later periods, especially during the Timurid and Safavid periods, the decorative sharp arch was used repeatedly. The dominant trend of changing the shape of the dome throughout history has been from the "Khagi" to "Nar" dome and from the "Nar" to "Shabadri" dome. This form change appeared in the shape of the domes despite the fact that it was not optimal in terms of structure and it was necessarily in the direction of arrangement objectives. The separation of single-faced mosques from double-faced mosques is not noticeable, unlike the external rise in height; and these two groups maintain their overlap. In different eras, the dome's outer shell (outer view) is more noticeable and tangible, and the internal proportions of the dome have not changed much.

In the historical path in both types of domes, the average external ratio of the dome of the mosques increases until the Mozaffari-Timurd era and declined during the Safavid era, it rises again until the contemporary period, and of course, it cannot be unrelated to the establishment of Shiism as the official religion of the Safavid era. It may be assumed that the Safavid rulers, as the main employers of mosque architecture, were not reluctant to distinguish themselves from the Sunni opponents of their religion even in mosque architecture - as the most obvious physical manifestation of the religion; in addition, this desire expresses itself in a sharp decrease in the average height of the dome of the built mosques, although perhaps the subsequent increase in the height is not unrelated to the influence that Iranian architects received from European architects as
a result of the increase in international relations of this period. This ratio reaches its maximum even in double domes during the Qajar period.
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